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CARMEN
ELECTRA
SHINES IN
MAJORCA

Spain’s Sandra Sanchez, known as the “queen of kata”,
won karate’s maiden gold medal yesterday, defeating perennial rival and hometown favourite Kiyou Shimizu in the
sport’s historic debut at the Olympic Games in Tokyo. The
win adds to a long and successful run for the 39-year-old
Spaniard, whose 36-medal haul at the sport’s top-billed
Karate 1 Premier League has already earned her a place in
the Guinness Book of World Records. “It’s crazy. I’m feeling so many things at once. I’m happy but I want to cry,”
said Sanchez, who also celebrated her five-year wedding
anniversary with her husband-coach Jesus del Moral yesterday.
“I think I need more time to believe that this is real.”
Spain’s Alberto Gines Lopez also won the first Olympic
gold medal in climbing yesterday.
SEE PAGE 22

BALEARICS
BREATHES A
SIGH OF
RELIEF AS IT
STAYS AMBER

b The Balearic tourist industry yesterday welcomed
London’s decision to leave the islands on the amber
list and is now looking forward to a busy August:
SEE PAGES 2, 3 AND 8-9

POLICE RULE OUT ACTIVE ISLAMIC
TERRORIST CELL IN MAJORCA
● Actress, top model and TV presenter Carmen Electra is
currently in Majorca having flown in on Wednesday to attend a lavish celebrity party thrown by close friend and real
estate magnate Marcel Remus at a private villa on Wednesday night: SEE PAGE 5

● An Algerian national, suspected of
financing terrorism, was arrested on
July 31 in Arenal. He was staying at a
hotel in the Llucmajor part of Arenal.
Coordination between Spanish intelligence, the Guardia Civil, Interpol
and Algerian authorities is said to have
established that he is the head of a
criminal human trafficking organisation and that he has been involved
with the movement of combatants
from Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia to

areas controlled by jihadist factions in
Libya, groups that he is believed to
have been funding with benefits derived from human trafficking. This
criminal organisation is also believed
to be behind the movement of terror-

ist fighters from Algeria to Spain; they
have been detained. The Guardia Civil
say that he has been highly mobile and
that he has documentation for various
countries. The passport used for entering Spain was false. His reasons for being in Spain are being investigated, although police sources suggest that his
presence in Majorca is “totally circumstantial” and reject the possibility that
there is any Islamic terrorist cell on
the island.

